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About Clemson University Press
Through its innovative partnership with Liverpool University
Press, Clemson University Press is a global ambassador for
Clemson University, distributing increasingly diverse and
impactful scholarship worldwide.
We publish books and scholarly journals by authors from
around the globe, with particular strengths in literature and
the arts, African American literature, and music. We also
publish books of regional interest, including the official
histories of Clemson University.
Learn more at www.clemson.edu/press.

Modernist Objects

“this r a m b u n c t i o u s
riveting

Literature, Art, Culture

and

collection of

essays both widens and
polishes the optic through
which to perceive the role
and the fate of objects
within the modernist
endeavor.
the authors show how
powerfully the question of

Edited by Noëlle Cuny and Xavier
Kalck
Modernist Objects: Literature, Art, Culture
is a unique mix of cultural studies,
literature, and visual arts applied to
the discrete materiality of modernist
objects. The simultaneously physical and
ideological nature of objects has made
them remarkably transparent to critical
inquiries into their aesthetic, political,
social, historical, or philosophical uses
and meanings. This book identifies three
processes at work in the apprehension
of objects in poetry, prose, visual arts,
culture, and crafts. If the first instinct of
the modernist novelists and playwrights
was to object to the realist tradition of
objects as more or less stable inherited
signifiers, they felt themselves equally
free, we find, to take up humanity as their
object.

ISBN: 978-1-949979-50-3
256 pages
October 2020

the object reanimates the
question of modernism.”

—bill

brown

author of

other things
and coeditor of

critical inquiry

Autumn/Winter 2020
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recent books

recent books
“This book is a marvel. . . .
Massimo Bacigalupo guides us
through The Cantos, helping us
see the poem’s wonders through
Italy—and the opposite, Italy’s
through the poetry.”

“[W]e must start to practice
‘sensuous pedagogies’ right
away.”
—The Modernist Review

—Grace Schulman, recipient
of Frost Medal for Lifetime
Achievement in American Poetry
Ezra Pound, Italy, and The Cantos
by Massimo Bacigalupo
March 2020
ISBN: 978-1-949-97900-8

The Sensuous Pedagogies of Virginia
Woolf and D. H. Lawrence
by Benjamin D. Hagen
July 2020
ISBN: 978-1-949-97927-5

“This historicized and revisionist
genealogy is a welcome and
important addition to the antirape consciousness raising of the
#MeToo generation.”
—Carine Mardorossian, author of
Framing the Rape Victim: Gender
and Agency Reconsidered

Gendered Ecologies foregrounds
“scholarship that will forge
fruitful bridges between literature
and science and incite readers to
revisit their favorite novels with
new awareness.”
—EuropeNow

Writing the Survivor, The Rape Novel in
Late Twentieth-Century American Fiction
by Robin E. Field
July 2020
ISBN: 978-1-942-95483-5
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Gendered Ecologies
edited by Dewey Hall
and Jillmarie Murphy
March 2020
ISBN: 978-1-949-97904-6

Autumn/Winter 2020
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Printed Musical
Propaganda
in Early Modern England
by Joseph Arthur Mann

ISBN: 978-1-949-97923-7
256 pages
June 2020

Printed Musical Propaganda in Early
Modern England reveals how consistently
music, in theory and in practice, was
used as propaganda in a variety of printed
genres that included or discussed music
from the English Civil Wars through
the reign of William and Mary. These
printed items—bawdy broadside ballads,
pamphlets paid for by Parliament,
sermons advertising the Church of
England’s love of music, catch-all music
collections, music treatises addressed to
monarchs, and masque and opera texts—
when connected in a contextual mosaic,
reveal a new picture of not just individual
propaganda pieces, but multi-work
propaganda campaigns with contributions
that cross social boundaries.

“through

a systematic

investigation, and fine-grained
reading of printed sources
such as pamphlets and song
collections [joseph mann]
uncovers the roles that music
plays as propaganda from the
civil war to the years following
the toleration act. his

m e t i c u l o u s e x a m i n at i o n
of song texts and careful
reading of pamphlets usually
overlooked by music historians
allow him to identify strategies
of argumentation by competing
factions. his book highlights
the importance of music across
the political spectrum as
a locus of battles worth
fighting.”

—jessie

ann owens

distinguished professor
emeritus, university of
california, davis
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Madeleine Dring, Lady Composer
by Wanda Brister and Jay Rosenblatt
August 2020
ISBN: 978-1-949-97931-2

Selected Writings of Speranza and
William Wilde
Edited by Eibhear Walshe
May 2020
ISBN: 978-1-949-97925-1
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In the Rebel Cafe, Interviews with
Ed Sanders
Edited by Jennie Skerl
August 2020
ISBN: 978-1-942-95495-8

Manhattan Transfer
by John Dos Passos, edited by
Donald Pizer
June 2020
ISBN: 978-1-949979-61-9

Clemson University Press

T. S. Eliot and Organicism
by Jeremy Diaper
January 2019
ISBN: 978-1-942954-60-6

“This touchstone work will
be referenced in any future
ecocritical study of Eliot.
Beyond this, the book is an
important contribution to the
ongoing greening of modernist
studies. The last decade
produced several works on the
more-than-human investments
of modernism, each of which
has had to argue vigorously
for the validity of combining
modernism and ecocriticism.
One hopes that we’re finally
now in a moment when we
can do away with the anxious
justifications tucked into our
prologues and intros. Indeed,
Diaper’s book perhaps signals
that such a moment is here.”

Gastro-Modernism:
Food, Literature, Culture
Edited by Derek Gladwin
September 2019
ISBN: 978-1-942954-68-2

“Modernist food studies is
an emerging field, and it is
thriving. . . . Derek Gladwin’s
excellent introduction to
Gastro-Modernism parses
many of the issues we face
when constructing modernist
food studies as a subfield and
also acts as a useful guide
to the development of food
studies more generally.”
—Modernism/modernity

Bram Stoker and
the Late Victorian World
Edited by Matthew Gibson
and Sabine Lenore Müller
January 2019
ISBN: 978-1-942954-64-4

“Readers familiar with Stoker
will find this volume filled
with discussions both familiar
and new that will have a
positive impact on Stoker
studies.”
—Victorian Review

—ISLE: Interdisciplinary
Studies in Literature and
Environment

Autumn/Winter 2020
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“it

is as a fighter that both

jane marcus and her editor,
jean mills, remember nancy

cunard, and a fighter,
moreover, on multiple

fronts: aesthetic, anti-

racist, poetic, personal, and

political.

it is a joy to see the
unfinished manuscript on
which jane marcus worked
for over a decade finally see

Nancy Cunard
Perfect Stranger

by Jane Marcus
Edited by Jean Mills
Nancy Cunard: Perfect Stranger reshapes
our understanding of a woman, whose
role in key historical, political, and
cultural moments of the 20th century
was either dismissed and attacked, or
undervalued. Here, Jane Marcus, who
was one of the most insightful critics of
modernism and a pioneering feminist
scholar, is unafraid and unapologetic in
addressing and contesting Nancy Cunard’s
reputation and reception as a spoiled
heiress and “sexually dangerous New
Woman.” Instead, with her characteristic
provocative and energetic writing style,
Marcus insists we reconsider issues of
gender, race, and class in relation to the
accusations, stereotypes, and scandal,
which have dominated, and continue to
dominate, our perception of Cunard in the
public record.

ISBN: 978-1-949-97929-9
256 pages
September 2020

the light of day...
jane marcus would have

wholeheartedly approved .”

—mary

joannou,

emerita professor,
anglia ruskin
university
Autumn/Winter 2020
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Modern Writers,
Transnational
Literatures

Rabindranath Tagore and
W. B. Yeats
by Ragini Mohite

Virginia Woolf, Europe, and Peace
vol. 1, Transnational Circles
Edited by Ariane Mildenberg and
Patricia Novillo-Corvalán
June 2020
ISBN: 978-1-949-97935-0

Virginia Woolf, Europe, and Peace
vol. 2, Aesthetics and Theory
Edited by Peter Adkins and Derek
Ryan
June 2020
ISBN: 978-1-949-97937-4

Winter Tree Identification for
the Southern Appalachians and
Piedmont
by Donald L. Hagan, Crystal
Strickland, and Hailey Malone
October 2019
ISBN: 978-1949979145

Clemson University,
A Campus Coloring Book
Clemson University Students
April 2020
ISBN: 978-1-949979-60-2

This book addresses W. B. Yeats’s and
Rabindranath Tagore’s engagements with
identity, nationalism, and the literary and
cultural traditions of Ireland and India.
It offers a fresh critical perspective on
their work from the beginning of the
twentieth century, the point at which
their international collaborations most
significantly influence the cross-border
lives of their literature. Modern Writers,
Transnational Literatures foregrounds the
Yeats-Tagore relationship, providing a
new analysis of the fraught beginning to
Tagore’s international fame and the value
of reading his English translations as
original texts (as is done by many Englishlanguage readers). Exploring the thematic
parallels and generic innovations in the
works of Yeats and Tagore allows readers
to recognize the significant moments of
tension and divergence in their oeuvres.

Autumn/Winter 2020

ISBN: 9781949979060
256 pages
August 2020
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The South Carolina Review
This interdisciplinary series publishes
monographs and edited collections that
reflect the research strengths and highlight the rare editions and manuscript
collections of the Burns Library.

This series publishes a variety of
scholarly and literary works relevant to
Ezra Pound and Modernism, including
new critical monographs on Pound and/or
other Modernists.

This series invites proposals for
monographs, edited collections,
and annotated editions that feature
innovative new research from a variety
of historical, theoretical, and critical
perspectives.

This series encompasses the diverse
array of subjects and perspectives within
British musical studies. Whether the
subject is medieval or contemporary,
imperial or post-colonial, this series
presents contributions from all corners of
the field.

Seminal Modernisms is published in
partnership with the Société d’Études
Modernistes (SEM), an international
association devoted to the study of
modernist literature and the arts
throughout continental Europe.

The Beat Studies Series, created
through the alliance of the Beat Studies
Association and Clemson University
Press, brings recognition to the decades
of serious scholarship devoted to Beat
literature and writers.

18th-Century Moments is dedicated to
outstanding works of scholarship from
early modern to enlightenment and
Romantic literature, history, and culture.
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The South Carolina Review (SCR) is reimagining
the Southern literary magazine, continuing in
the spirit of literary innovation found in works
of writers such as O’Connor, Faulkner, Hurston,
Welty, Walker, Dickey, and Ellison while expanding
our gaze and range to encompass the best of
contemporary literature. Founded in 1968, SCR
has published works by notable authors such
as Joyce Carol Oates, Kurt Vonnegut, Elizabeth
Stout, and Ron Rash.

Subscription
Information
Individuals may subscribe
to SCR for one, two, or three
years:
$28 for one year,
$40 for two years, or
$54 for three years.
Institutional rates are $33
for one year, $47 for two
years, and $61 for three years
(all include shipping and
handling within the US and
Canada; add $10 per annum
for subscribers outside of the
US and Canada).
Visit the SCR store to
subscribe or order a
sample copy at http://bit.ly/
MoreOnSCR.
Autumn/Winter 2020
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Support the Press
Your generosity allows us to continue growing and diversifying our
publishing program to include more books of broad regional and
national interest. If you share our commitment to promoting Clemson
as a center for research and culture while engaging students in
hands-on professional development, please consider the following
opportunities to support our mission.

Sponsor a Book or Book Series
Your gift would support the publication of a single
book by defraying editorial costs. Gifts of $500 or
more will be acknowledged in the published book.
A significant gift would allow us to build a named
series.

Sponsor an Internship
The Press provides hands-on learning
for student interns, who gain
professional experience. An annual
gift of $5,000 will fund a named
internship.

Marketing Fund
Marketing is essential to
building our reputation
among readers and
authors. Your support
will assist us in
sustaining and growing
our audience across the
region and the world.
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CONTACT CLEMSON UNIVERSITY PRESS
All books are available online
www.clemson.edu/press
www.liverpooluniversitypress.co.uk
www.oup.com/academic

Academic Distribution

Trade and Paperback Distribution

UK and world (except the Americas, the
Caribbean, India, Taiwan, and Malaysia)
Turpin Distribution
Pegasus Drive, Stratton Business Park,
Biggleswade, Bedfordshire SG18 8TQ, UK
T: +44 (0)1767 604977
E: Liverpool@turpin-distribution.com

Ingram
One Ingram Blvd.
La Vergne, TN 37086
T: +60 (0)3 511 9799
E: yuha_sb@tm.net.my

The Americas and the Caribbean
Oxford University Press
2001 Evans Road, Cary, NC 27513, USA
T: +1 800 451 7556 or +1 919 677 0977
E: orders.cary@oup.com
http://global.oup.com/academic/

Editorial

Taiwan
Ta Tong Book Company Ltd.
162-44 Hsin Yi Road, Section 3, Taipei,
Taiwan 10658
T: +886 2 2701 5677
E: tatong@tatong.com.tw

Alison Mero
Managing Editor
amero@clemson.edu
(864) 656-2278

India
Overleaf
B - 519 A, Sushant Lok I, Lower Ground
Floor
Gurgaon–122002, Haryana, India
T: + 91 9999797190
E: overleaf@vsnl.net
www.overleaf.co.in

Marketing

Malaysia
Ahmad Zahar Kamaruddin
YUHA Associates Sdn. Bhd.
No. 17, Jalan Bola Jaring,13/15 Seksyen 13,
40000 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan,
Malaysia
T: +60 (0)3 5511 9799
E: yuha_sb@tm.net.my

Kirstin O’Keefe
kokeefe@clemson.edu

John Morgenstern
Director
jmorgen@clemson.edu
(864) 656-2102

Lydia Osborne
lydia.osborne@liverpool.ac.uk

Journals Production

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY PRESS
116 Sigma Drive
Clemson, SC 29634
United States

@ClemsonUP

www.clemson.edu/press

